**Face value:** 10 zł
**Metal:** 925/1000 Ag
**Finish:** Proof
**Diameter:** 32.00 mm
**Weight:** 14.14 g
**Mintage (volume):** 55,000 pcs

**Obverse:**
On the left an image of the Eagle established as the state emblem of the Republic of Poland. Above a stylised image of mountains. At the top a semicircular inscription, RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA. Under the Eagle the inscription, 10 zł, under the inscription the notation of the year of issue, 2007. On the right side of the Eagle stylised images: a fragment of a technical drawing displaying the instrument to analyse silver, crystal from the table in the mineralogy handbook by Ignacy Domeyko, plants "Domeykia oppositifolia" and a mussel "Trigonia domeykoana". The Mint’s mark, ℒ, under the Eagle’s left leg.

**Reverse:**
On the left a stylised image of seated Ignacy Domeyko with an open book. Above on the left and on the right side a stylised image of mountains. On the right side stylised images of the fragments of a geographic grid and the outline of South America. On the right side a semicircular inscription, IGNACY DOMEYKO 1802-1889.

**Coin designer:** Roussanka Nowakowska

---

**Face value:** 2 zł
**Metal:** CuAl5Zn5Sn1 alloy
**Finish:** Standard
**Diameter:** 27.00 mm
**Weight:** 8.15 g
**Mintage (volume):** 900,000 pcs

**Obverse:** An image of the Eagle established as the state emblem of the Republic of Poland, at the sides of the Eagle the notation of the year of issue, 20-07, under the Eagle the inscription, 2 zł, under the Eagle the inscription, RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA preceded and ended with six pearls. The Mint’s mark, ℒ, under the Eagle’s left leg.

**Reverse:**
On the left the image of Ignacy Domeyko from the portrait by A. Kurowski (1833). On the left and on the right side stylised images of mountains. On the right side a stylised image of a bag, books, hammer and a magnifying glass. At the top, on the right side, the notation, IGNACY DOMEYKO 1802-1889.

**On the edge:** An inscription, NBP, eight times repeated, every second one inverted by 180 degrees, separated by stars.

**Obverse designer:** Ewa Tyc-Karpinska
**Reverse designer:** Roussanka Nowakowska

---

**Coins struck by the Mint of Poland plc. in Warsaw.**

*Printed by NBP Printing Office*
On 6 February 2007, the National Bank of Poland is putting into circulation the coins depicting Ignacy Domeyko, with the following face values:

- 10 zł – struck in proof finish in silver
- 2 zł – struck in standard finish in Nordic Gold

The purpose of the coins issue is to recall the activity of a famous Polish geologist and mineralogist, an explorer of South America.

He was born on 31 July 1802, in Niedźwiadka [presently: MiadÓvyedka] in the Navahrudak region to the landowning family. In 1812–1816, he attended the Piarists’ school in Szczezczyn Litewski (today Stutin in Belarus), next he studied at the faculty of mathematics and physics at the Vilnius University, where in 1822, he obtained a master’s degree based on the dissertation on mathematics. In the student’s years he was active in the underground organisations of Philomats [enthusiasts of science] and Philarets [enthusiasts of moral virtue], where he maintained especially friendly relations with Adam Mickiewicz. When these organisations were exposed, in 1824, by judgement of the Novosiltsve Commission [Russian administrative organ] he was sent to internment in the countryside (till 1829), from where he tried to support his friends exiled deep into Russia.

A member of the November uprising in Lithuania in 1831. Later he was interned in Prussia, from where he emigrated a year later. In Dresden, he met Mickiewicz and they went together to Paris (1832). He undertook studies there, among others, at the Sorbonne University and in Collège de France. In 1834–1837, he studied at École des Mines, obtaining a diploma of mining engineer. Then he began work in Alcuta. Encouraged by the rector of university to go to Chile, he left for La Serena college in the Coquimbo province for a six-year contract. In the first half of 1838, he went by ship (via England) to Argentina, further travelling horseback across the country, already in the winter conditions, through the Andes to La Serena. He stayed there till 1846, twice – once after the fire in 1845 – organising a university almost from scratch. He educated there local specialists in mining and metallurgy, and especially outstanding students were sent to study in Paris. At the same time he worked in the advisory colleges of educational authorities, pointing out the necessity to reform the Chilean educational system, which was later organised using Vilnius School district as a model.

He spent holidays performing geological terrain study, most usually accompanied by students from the La Serena college. Then he examined polymetallic mines, among others, in the region of Huasco, Copiapó and Arqueros as well as the neighbouring areas to the top of the Andes. In some of them he served as a mining expert. He devoted his time free from educational work and research trips to writing handbooks, among others, on the sampling Tratado de ensayejo (La Serena 1844, later re-issued till the beginning of the 20th century) and mineralogy Elementos de mineralogia (La Serena, 1844, later re-issued; in 1879 re-issued under the title Minerañojia). Then he also published a lot in the specialist Paris press, where his first geologist map of Chile was printed in the scale 1:250 000. One of the mineral substances which he discovered in 1845, was called domeykit (Cu₆As).

In 1845, he visited the region inhabited by Araucanians [Mapuche], Indians who retained the rudimentary form of sovereignty. He carried out there general geological research, but he was mainly interested in the habits of indigenous inhabitants. He included his observations in the book Araucania y sus habitantes [Araucania and its inhabitants] published in 1845 (in other countries also published in the translated versions; in 1860, the Polish translation was published in Vilnius under the title Araukania i jej mieszkanicy). He put also forward a memorial to the authorities on the peaceful joining of this province to Chile, which finally took place years later.

In 1845, the fire of college in La Serena stopped Domeyko in Chile. In 1846, after the reconstruction of the university he moved to Santiago de Chile, where at the local university he took the chair of chemistry and mineralogy. He worked at the university till 1883, from 1867 being the elected rector (four terms in office). At the same time since 1852 he was a plenipotentiary of the government in charge of the reform of university as a main educational centre in Chile. His task was to adjust the education of youth to the needs of the country’s civilisational development.

For the whole time of his work in Santiago he carried out intensive geological research, which covered the entire territory of the republic. A lot of attention was paid especially to the recognition of metal ores, describing a lot of unknown mineral compounds. He was interested, among others, in vulcanology and earthquakes. He established a modern meteorological network. As a mining arbiter he settled disputes among the owners of mines. He indicated the sources of potable water for the expanding capital city of Chile.

The list of Domeyko’s publications include a few hundreds of books printed, first of all, in France and Chile, but also in Poland (A glance at the Chile Cordillera and the layers of metal contained in them, Cracow 1878). He put the memories “A four-month trip from Paris to Chile in 1838” in the press, among others, in the Cracow “Time” in 1857.

He continued the exchange of letters with the family in the Navahrudak region and with the friends who emigrated. He also financially supported the family of Adam Mickiewicz and the Polish emigration organisations in France. Publications and geological specimens (huge lumps of meteorites from Atacama) were sent by him to the Paris School of Mining and the local Museum of Natural History. He devoted his time free from educational work and research to the Jagellonian University in Cracow and Warsaw University. He was a member of the Cracow Learned Society (from 1851) and the Cracow Academy of Arts and Sciences (from 1873) as well as specialist societies from Chile and other countries.

In 1883–1888, Domeyko was in Europe, staying mainly at his daughter’s in Zyburtowszczyzna. There was created the outline of his Outcast’s diary, published in full in 1962–1963. Domeyko, being then a man of advanced years, visited the countries of the Middle East, including especially Palestine.

In 1888, he went with his sons to Chile. On his way he got ill and died on 23 January 1889 in Santiago. His funeral was a great Chilean national demonstration. He was farewelled as the apostle of science and education, a man, who changed the face of the South American republic.

The honorary citizenship of Chile (1848), and later the marriage with Enriqueta Sotomayo y Guzman (1850) permanently connected Domeyko with Chile. The memory of Domeyko’s achievements is a permanent element of the culture of this country, and also in Poland as well as in Belarus and Lithuania. His name is borne by numerous schools, streets and squares, and his busts decorate universities, where he worked. The biography of Domeyko represents the subject of interest for historians and all those who followed in his footsteps wandering in the Andes, including also the great mountain range in northern Chile – the Domeyko cordillera.